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A comprehensive body of spectroscopic data for nuclei with Z,N ^ 50 has been
shown to be well described within the restricted (pi/2, %9a) shell model space for
protons (n) and neutrons (v) [1,2] using an empirical residual interaction [3].
The observation of parity changing y-transitions like El, M2, E3, which cannot be
described in this model space, are thus an excellent probe for the purity of the shell
model wave functions and admixtures from outside the model space. Moreover,
competition from these y-transitions plays a decisive role for the half life of presumably
[J7EC decaying spin gap isomers in the upper half of the TIV g9/2 subshell [4].

As these transitions due to their spuriosity in the principal model space are
strongly hindered, we have performed a dedicated experiment to search for isomers in
neutron deficient nuclei with Z,N < 50. A recoil catcher, the OSIRIS y-ray
spectrometer and filter detectors for neutrons and charged particles were used to study
residual nuclei from the reaction 58Ni+40Ca—^Cd* at 215 MeV energy of the Ni beam
from VICKSI. Further experimental details are given in refs. [5,6].

Two new isomers were found, namely the ti/2=16{2) ns r=(5") state in 92Ru and
the ti/2=12(3) ns I*=(31/2") state in MPd. In Figs. 1 and 2 partial decay schemes of the
isomers as deduced from recent work [7,8], are shown in comparison to shell model
calculations in the restricted model space. In Table 1 the El resp. E3 transition
strengths of the isomeric transitions are listed. The r=(5") state in MRu and the
r=(31/2") level in "Pd can be regarded as spin gap isomers, as there are no lower lying
states of the same parity that can be reached by Ml and E2 y-decay (see shell model
theory in Figs. 1,2).
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The large hindrance of the 5"-»4+ El transition in ̂ Ru, two orders of magnitude
weaker than comparable El strengths in neighbouring nuclei, indicates a high purity of
the r=5' and 4+ wave functions. On the other hand the E3 strength of B(E3;5"
- > 2 > 1 . 8 ( 4 ) W.u. as compared to the "normal" B ( E 3 ; 3 ^ 0+)=25(3) W.u. in ^Zr
yields an admixture of 7 % of 2+®3" to the 5" wave function, which, however, does not
contribute to the 5"-*4+ El transition. The alternative possibility of a % p"*3/2g9/2
particle-hole content in the T=5' state would require an admixture of 12 %, which
seems to be unrealistic, as the corresponding B(E3;5*->2+>=0.22 W.u. in ̂ Zr is well
reproduced in shell model calculations with only 4 % of this configuration [9].
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Fig.l: Experimental [7] and shell model Fig.2: Experimental [8] and shell model
level scheme (present work) for ̂ Ru level scheme (present work) for 95Pd



The El decay of the F=31/2" isomer in 95Pd is remarkable, as the lack of
competitive E2 and Ml transitions to lower lying odd parity states is surprising. The
explanation is found in the shell model calculation, as the r=2S/2'-29/2" states are at
higher excitation energy, leaving only the possibility of an El decay to the F=29/2+.
The configuration [n (gsw (p j / 2 g9/2> r

3V2
- is related by a pj/2 g9/2 particle-hole

w)** vgg/2. The reducedexcitation to the well known [10] T=21/2+ configuration n (gs

hindrance of the El strength indicates contributions from neutron p~2 d3/2 and %
core excitations to be effective at this excitation energy.

Table 1: y-ray transition rates from isomers MRu and 95Pd.
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